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8 August 1802. An elaborate and absurd constitution, a mixture of
Muscovite despotism and the French constitution of the year III,
was drawn up by Alexander of Russia himself, containing a senate
of seventeen presided over by a prince, a legislature of forty, three oensors
of the republic and colleges of nobles who were to meet every two years
in order to elect to the legislature. But by a secret clause of the treaty
of Tilsit (8 July 1807) the seven Ionian isles were transferred to
Napoleon, and Berthier was sent to take possession. The new acquisi-
tion was one to which the French emperor attached a high degree of
importance. ' Corfu,' he wrote to Joseph, ' is so important to me that
its lo§s would inflict a severe blow on my projects. The Adriatic would
be shut, and your kingdom would have on its left flank a port where
the enemy would recruit Albanians and other troops to attack you . . .
You must regard Corfu as more important than Sicily. Sicily is a
question determined and known, whereas Corfu is a question entirely un -
known.' Berthier was recommended to keep on good terms with Ali, and to
natter all the little pashas along the Albanian coast. At the same time
the internal administration of Corfu was to be left unchanged. The last
promise was, however, not observed. The senate was reduced to five and
confined to purely honorific functions, and the real power was confided
to the imperial commissioner and the head of the French army and
marine. The second French occupation was attended with some material
benefits, which were probably more than counterbalanced by the losses
entailed by the commercial blockade. It is estimated that the French
treasury spent sixty millions of francs on the island between 1807 and 1814,
most of whioh, however, probably went to fortifications. And though
Berthier was a bad governor, dissolute in bis morals and tyrannical in his
methods, his successor, Donzelot, was better and treated the native populace
with consideration. The Frenoh occupation lasted till June 1814, when the
English took possession of the island in the name of the allied powers.
The other islands had been theirs long before.

.^Jhe story, of these vicissitudes is elegantly told by M. Rodocanachi,
w.ho gives at the beginning of his pleasant volume a peculiarly interesting
account of the social state of the islands under the Venetian domination.
The volume concludes with some new documents from the Archives du
Ministers des Affaires Etrangeres, the most interesting of which is a>
report of the count Capo d' Istria on the situation of the islands in 1814. We
obsarve that in the bibliography no mention is made of Perrhaevos,' laropia
rov SftuAtov mil rip Wpyas, or of Foscolo, ' Delle Fortune e delle Cessioni
di Parga.' H. A. L. FISHES.

Storia Costituzionaie del Regno di Italia (1848-1898). Per GAETANO
ABANQIO BUIZ. (Firenze: G. Civelli. 1898.)

The Union of Italy (1816-1896). By W. J. BTILLMAN. (Cambridge:
University Press. 1898.)

THE jubilee of the Italian constitution hut year produced a considerable
number of works on the history of modern Italy. Bignor Ruiz's volume
is, however, much more solid than most of this jubilee literature, while
M S t i U , from his long residence in Italy and his almost unrivalled
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acquaintance with Italian politics, has been able to impart vitality to e>
narrative which is too often baldly told. The two books supplement one
another. The Italian author gives us an exhaustive account of' the facts
relating to the constitution, without occupying himself, save for the sake
of clearness, with the events that occurred in particular regions of Italy.'
The American writer, on tho other hand, indulges in a more personal
account, and his history covers all parts of the peninsula, whereas Signor
Ruiz is mainly concerned with the north, from which the statuto sprang.

Both authors express the prevailing opinion of disillusionment which
characterises the Italian press at the present day. The glamour of the
risorgimento has passed away, and poverty, huge taxes, a discredited
legislature, and a discontented people form the sequel of that struggle.
' Freedom,' writes Signor Ruiz,' becomes an empty phrase when unaccom-
panied by prosperity; oppressed by taxes and pinched by hunger, the
people might even forget the blessings of independence and liberty.'
Mr. Stillman quotes with approval the saying of an Italian patriot that
' Italy was made too quickly and too easily.' Both authors, again, point
out tha t ' the true difficulties of Italy date from 1870.' So long &s the
question of unity was unsolved there was a real difference between parties,
prominent men were elected deputies, and the tone of public life was
higher. Frankly, the ideal of a free and independent Italy has failed on
its economic side; politics are now a confused medley of local and personal
interests, and the rapid dovelopment of railways and other public works
has led to new forms of corruption, by which ministers can purchase
local support Sardinia is still almost as barbarous as in 1652; Sicily is
as difficult to govern as it ever was; the irreconcilable policy of the
Vatican hinders the growth of a real conservative party; and, &s
Mr. Stillman admits, old Tuscans regard the period before unity as the
golden age. The people ' remains inert and indifferent to the most
important legislation, except where taxes are concerned,' while some even
' desire the abolition of an elective house.' The two authors differ most
in their estimate of Crispi: Mr. Stillman has long been one of his greatest
admirers; Signor Ruiz represents him as an egoist of great force of character.
As a supporter of Crispi Mr. Stillman is naturally strongly anti-French,
attributing to France the desire to keep Italy weak ' from the time of
Charlemagne onwards.' Signor Ruiz is at bis best in dealing with finance,
and his ideal of government appears to be our own. But he hardly
realises the obvious fact which follows from his own premises that what
Italy really needs is a strong man, who will do in the social and economic
domain what Cavour did in that of political unity and independence. In
Mr. Stillman's valuable book two mistakes may be noticed. Lissa is not,
as described on p. 887,' off the coast of Istria ; ' it is off that of Dalmatia.
Nor did Crispi, as stated on pp. 869, S71, remain in office under Depretis
till July 1879. He retired in March 1878, and did not form a part of the
next Depretis ministry, which held office from December 1878 till July
1879. The bibliography fend the three maps which this latter work con-
tains add to its utility. W.


